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Drywall or plaster interior wall
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Plywood or barrier 
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Brick, stone, siding, etc
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This frame may be wrapped with vinyl of aluminum.  It may also be a bull nose or shaped edge.  If it is wrapped, drill a pilot or test hole to test for secure mounting.  The lag does not need to pull to the wood to be secure.  
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Side mounting into brick or stone is possible, but it may crack the masonry edge.
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A - outside width edge of the window opening, (referred to as brick to brick). Forface mounted guards into the wooden frame this would be the rough openingB - outside height edge of the opening, the bottom sill normally protrudes outfrom the other framing and C will be the rough openingC - outside height edge of the opening without the bottom sill frameD - air conditioner protrusion from the wall, (if the guard is being set into the frame, we will need the distance from the wall edge to the frameE - Height of a/c unit.  F - Frame to frame rough opening, can be used for side mounting on both hinged and fixed guards, if the guard is inside the frame, the height "C" will need to be reduced for the top frameG/H - side frame widthI - same as ARough opening - is the measured width, we suggest several measurements to see if there is an odd shape, (top middle and bottom, or left, center and right)Make size - You can request the actual make size, we have a 1/8" tolerance per side.  Our standard make size reduction is 1/4" from the width and 1" from the height.  Mounting  - we can drill the front angle of the guard to face mount to the frame, or the side of the angle to side mount to the frame or wall.  The guard can have tabs welded to the frame to mount to the wall.Hinging - we identify the hinge side from the outside facing in.   You need to check for room, (approx. 2 1/2" from the inside of the 11/4" guard to the window) to operate the slidebolt lift latch.  The guard can be face mounted or boxed out to give more room.  
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Studs and insulation
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